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Abstract 
Forces of friction appear when the wheel of a moving vehicle contacts the ground during. Curvilinear movement of a vehicle is 
of special interest. The moment of friction appears during the turn in addition to the force of friction. In a turning vehicle the 
values of friction force and moment of friction depend on each other. The force increases when the moment decreases and vice 
versa. They are calculated in movement of instant rotation. The force of friction and moment of friction are functions of the 
coordinates of the instant center of the sliding. It allows to connect forces with the kinematics of movement. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
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1. Introduction 
The main complexity of model of movement of the machine in turn consists in the correct description of reactions 
from the basis. The reality consists in aggregate forces and the moment of friction in contact of a wheel to a ground. 
Many authors consider total force of friction on turn of the machine maximal and enclosed in the center of contact 
[1, 2, 3]: 
 
2 2
max x yf N P P  .                                                                    (1) 
In formula 1: ,ɯ ɭɊ Ɋ – a longitudinal and cross-section component of force of friction; N  – normal reaction to a 
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wheel; maxf  – the maximal factor of friction. 
Such approach contradicts laws of mechanics. We shall consider in detail process of summation of elementary 
forces of friction.  
The full moment Ɇ equal to the sum of elementary forces midP , various in a management. The total moment M is 
equal to the sum of the elementary moments which are equal to multiplication of elementary forces midP  and 
shoulders ir : i miɆ r dP 6  (figure 1,ɚ). 
Total force of friction P  is the sum of other elementary forces of friction piP dP 6  (figure 1,b). All elementary 
forces pidP  are identical on the module and a direction. If total force of friction is equal to the maximum 
maxP f N  then all elementary forces of friction making it too are equal to the maximum maxpi idP f dN  .  
The resultant elemental force is the vector sum i pi midP = dP +dP  (figure 1,c). The sum of elementary forces 
cannot be more maximum maxi idP f Nd  in each point [4]. If one elementary force pidP  is equal to a maximum 
other elementary force midP  is equal to zero. Excess of the maximal force of friction in a point is not dependent on a 
way of calculation of the moment [5, 6, 7]. 
Force of friction can reach a maximum only in absence of the moment. That takes place at rectilinear movement. 
Force of friction less than the maximum on turn of the machine. Its value depends on size of the moment of friction. 
The situation takes place, that force of friction and the moment of friction [8, 9] in contact of a wheel to a ground] 
are connected with each other on turn of the machine. 
Let's consider it more in detail. 
2. Methodology 
Each elementary force of friction dP  is opposite to a direction of relative sliding. Each point of contact has its 
direction of speed sliding. It allows to reduce a problem in formation of forces in contact to kinematics of relative 
sliding. 
How are forces of friction in contact of a wheel and road on turn formed? We shall consider it on the basis of the 
mathematical theory of friction [10]. The local system of coordinates ɈɏY is connected with the center of contact 
(figure 2).  
The axis Ɉɏ is directed along movement of a wheel, but the axis ɈY is perpendicular. The elementary point with 
the area dF  has in local system of coordinate ,[ K . Its speed of sliding V is directed perpendicularly to distance r up 
to the instant center of speeds (point C with coordinates x, y).  
 
Projections of elementary force of friction dP  to the axes ɈɏY are equal: 
 
sinxdP dP D      and      cosydP dP  D .                                                    (2) 
We shall consider  
Fig. 1. Sum elementary forces of friction in contact:  
(a) elementary forces dPpi;  (b) elementary forces dPmi;  (c) elementary forces dPi. 
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Fig. 2. Power factors of friction in 
contact of a wheel to aground. 
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The projection of elementary force of friction dP  became equal: 
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where /q dN dF  is normal pressure in a point with coordinates ,[ K . 
 
We have combined all elementary forces on the area of contact and led to their instant center of speeds [10]: 
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The total force and the total moment in the center of contact resulted in the following: 
2 2
.andx y o x yP P P M M yP xP     ,                                                   (7) 
Force of friction Ɋ and the moment of friction of Mo are functions of coordinates (ɯ,ɭ) of the instant center of 
sliding. They depend on each other. Force increases, and the moment decreases and vice versa (figure 3). 
Special cases take place [11]: 
Ɇɨ(ɯ,ɭ)                    P(ɯ,ɭ) 
 
Fig. 3. Dependence of force of friction and the moment of friction. 
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x rectilinear sliding (the instant center of speeds is in infinity) , ɢx yof of 0oM o , 
2 2 maxx yP P o ; 
x turn sliding (the instant center of speeds coincides with the center of a spot of contact 0x y  )  
0, maxx yP P M   . 
The factor of friction maxf fd  is taken under integral and it makes it variable. This factor considers elastic 
properties of a ground and the trunk. Experimental dependence with elastic properties of the trunk and a ground is 
presented in figure 4 [12]. 
Dependence in figure 4 is described by different formulas at different authors [1, 6, 12, 13]. The best formula is 
the equation of Katsygin [12]. Advantages of this function are: 
x it has smaller number of empirical factors;  
x it describes both of a kind of a ground (a plastic ground and a friable ground). 
The transformed kind of the formula is equal [14]: 
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where kG is relative sliding (slipping), ,O F  are experimental factors, fG  is factor of friction at full slipping. 
3. Results.  
Power factors of friction in contact of a wheel with elastic properties of the trunk and a ground is equal: 
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Friction factor changes the form of the dependence of the friction force Ɋ and the moment of friction Mo from 
each other (figure 5) [15]. 
Figure 4. Experimental 
dependence of factor of friction  
4
  f 
 a friable ground 
a plastic ground 
Ɇɨ(ɯ,ɭ)                    P(ɯ,ɭ) 
Figure 5. Dependence of force of friction and the moment of 
friction with elastic properties of the trunk and a ground 
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4. Conclusions 
This approach is based on laws of mechanics and the mathematical theory of friction. It has some advantages: 
x it allows to replace a problem by definition of forces in contact to a kinematic of movement by definition of 
coordinates of the instant center of sliding and it solves these problems in common; 
x it describes each wheel individually in view of its sizes and the form of a spot of contact by limits of integration; 
x it considers any law of normal pressure on a spot of contact; 
x introduction of variable factor of friction considers elastic properties of a ground and the pneumatic wheel. 
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